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INSTITUTIONAL

Argentine Network
of Professionals for
Foreign Policy

The Argentine Network of Professionals for Foreign Policy (REDAPPE) gathers professionals related to international relations
from the public and private sectors, and academic and civil society organizations from all over the country. REDAPPE was
launched in November 2019, and has established itself as one of the national organizations with the greatest projection on the
subject. The objective of REDAPPE is to be constituted as a dynamic space for political and academic analysis of the national and
global challenges faced by Argentina, and to project itself as a space of formulation of foreign policy proposals with a
perspective of sovereign and regional integration for development.
Pluralism of ideas, freedom of expression, gender equality and federalism are values that cut across all proposals and activities
conducted by REDAPPE. Likewise, cooperation with the public sector and civil society organizations - local and international - is a
key instrument to consolidate a broad and open space for participation.
REDAPPE is entirely funded by the contribution of its professional members and potential donations from non-governmental
organizations.
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VISION
The Argentine Network of
Professionals for Foreign Policy
(REDAPPE) aims to be constituted
as a reference space for analysis
and impact in foreign policy of
Argentina and Latin America.
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VALUES

MISSION
To promote analysis on Argentine
foreign policy in order to ensure
a
sovereign
international
integration that promotes the
integral development of the
Argentine Republic.

Commitment
Dialogue
Diversity
Gender equality
Independence
Innovation
Cooperation
Federalism
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“

The public launch of REDAPPE took place in November 2019
with the first Open Forum on Foreign Policy. This event was set
at the University of Buenos Aires. Specialists participated and
the attendance was a total success."

HISTORY
REDAPPE was born as an initiative of a group of professionals from a wide range of
fields related to foreign policy. The aim was to create a wide and pluralistic space for
meeting and debate to elaborate public policy proposals for a sovereign international
insertion that favor the integral development of the Argentine Republic.
The first stage of REDAPPE took place during the second half of 2019 and consisted of
meetings with senior officials and leaders with recognized track records in the field of
international relations, which helped to consolidate the internal structure and increase
the number of members of the new organization.
.

The public launch of REDAPPE took place in November 2019 with the first Open Forum
on Foreign Policy. This event was set at the University of Buenos Aires. Specialists
participated and the attendance was a total success.
In 2020, the formalization process of REDAPPE started: the four secretariats were
created and an institutional development plan was drawn up to increase the number of
members, create a federal structure, and build strategic partnerships with local
organizations, universities and subnational governments. The Work Commissions have
organized their research axes and launched their own academic production.
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MEMBERSHIP
REDAPPE members regularly participate in open
and closed activities, as well as in Work
Commissions. They also conduct executive
functions, prepare proposals for activities for
the agenda, and disseminate the mission, vision
and values of REDAPPE in their areas of
academic and professional performance.
Members are grouped into the following five
categories:

Honorary:

Members of this category have extensive
experience in the field of foreign policy and
international relations. The Board of Directors
appoints new honorary members each year.

Active advisers:
These members are specialists who bring their
knowledge to consolidate the work carried out
by REDAPPE. They are in charge of the
executive administration of the organization.

Institutional:
The members of this category are civil
associations, foundations, companies, unions
and
public
and
private
educational
establishments which conclude collaboration
agreements with REDAPPE. The Executive
Secretariat is responsible for inviting these
actors to participate.

Professional:
The members of this category are
professionals interested in contributing to a
foreign policy for national development.
Professional members must be university
graduates with a bachelor's degree who
work in the public sector, the private sector,
civil society associations or the academic
world. The Board of Directors will regularly
call for the incorporation of new members
for this category.

Volunteers:
Volunteer members are those who wish to
be part of the Network and do not meet the
requirements of the previous categories.
Members of this category can participate in
the open activities of the Network.
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ACTIVITIES
REDAPPE guides its growth
across the country through
establishing
strategic
partnerships
in
various
provinces, and promoting
federal
development.
Collaboration with similar
organizations
for
joint
activities and publications is a
common
and
distinctive
practice of REDAPPE and links
have been established to
extend
cooperative
relationships
with
international and foreign
organizations.

Two types of regular activities are pillars of work within the framework of
REDAPPE and are organized monthly: academic meetings within the Work
Commissions and private meetings in which the professional members and
special guests participe along with schoolars, politicians or civil servants expert
on specific subjects.
The Open Forum of Foreign Policy is the year closing activity, an event in which
the Work Commissions are open to the participation of the public in order to
discuss with guest coordinators and specialists. The closing ceremony of the
Forum consists of a plenary session in which political and academic referents
participate.
REDAPPE's digital platforms provide a space of interaction for a constant
growing community. Social networks and the institutional site are used to carry
out cycles of conferences, interviews and online seminars, both closed and
open to the general public. In addition, the platforms are a strategic tool for
the dissemination of academic documents, reports or articles prepared by
members of REDAPPE and the diffusion of foreign policy news.
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WHERE TO FIND US
Lavalle 2016 7º piso (C1051ABF), Ciudad
Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina.

www.redappe.com.ar

red.appe

www.facebook.com/REDAPPE/

ar.linkedin.com/company/REDAPPE

@redargentinappe
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